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SHOP AND CAFÉ ARE DOING WELL SHOP AND CAFÉ ARE DOING WELL 
Our financial year ends in June and final figures for our third year of operation 
are just out.  Business has again gone up, and costs have been kept down 
sufficiently to achieve another good surplus which will go to FLiSCA for 
spending on local community projects.   
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The more we sell, the wider the choice of products we can offer our 
customers and the fresher the produce and chilled goods on our shelves.  
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The café has become a 
great deal busier - it probably now attracts twice as many customers as it did 
in our first year.  Work is progressing on deciding the shape of the café 
extension - now that we have secured our  £50,000 grant from the BIG 
Lottery's Village SOS Fund. 
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Our shop is still growing
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY GALLERIES SHOP HAPPY BIRTHDAY GALLERIES SHOP 
 It will be three years to the day on Saturday 4th August 
that the Galleries Shop & Café first opened its doors to the 
public, and customers to the shop on the day will be 
offered a glass of Buck's Fizz.  You can still see a recording 
of our opening festivities on our website

 It will be three years to the day on Saturday 4th August 
that the Galleries Shop & Café first opened its doors to the 
public, and customers to the shop on the day will be 
offered a glass of Buck's Fizz.  You can still see a recording 
of our opening festivities on our website – the speeches 
and Midge Ure cutting the ribbon – and it will be running 
for you to watch at the shop on Saturday, too. 
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SURVEY: THANK YOU FOR YOUR FEEDBACK! 
A total of 119 customers kindly completed one of our customer 
survey forms - representing some 260 individuals.  This great 
response gives us valuable information about where we are and 
what to do better.  Some facts:  

 more than half of respondents come to the shop twice a week or even 
more.   

 Only 30% said they did most of their shopping at the supermarket; almost 
half told us they do much of their shopping at Galleries, using the 
supermarket only to fill certain gaps. 

 Stock-outs:  Two thirds of customers said they only rarely failed to find on 
our shelves items we usually stock.  The remainder gave us a good list of 
items we now know to keep a closer eye on.   Please keep on telling us 
when we have run out of something so we can improve further. 

 We also asked you what else you would like us to stock, and there is a 
long list of interesting products for us to consider.  For the more esoteric 
items we will need interest from more than one person - as the often large 
minimum quantities we have to buy mean items might go to waste. 

 Most of you are happy with our opening hours.  Nine customers said they 
would like to see longer Saturday opening hours - but some 
acknowledged that Saturday afternoons are not popular with volunteers. 

 Three quarters of our customers live within 2 miles of the shop.  More than 
half walk to the shop at least part of the time.  There is also a group of 
regular customers who come to us from surrounding villages.  Only one 
person uses the very excellent No 94 bus which stops at the shop and 
outside almost everyone's house!  Timetables are available from the shop 
and online. 

WE ARE TAKING ON BOARD: 
Wider selection of fruit and veg.  We will broaden/vary the 
selection of fruit and vegetables we offer.  We will also be 
careful to remove from sale any produce which is no longer 
attractive.  This will increase our waste but we feel it is worth it - 
and of course NOTHING really goes to waste as the goats 
always still appreciate produce past its prime.  
More space in the café.  Plans to extend the café are already 
underway.  We hope that more space will be available from next May. 
Faster work at the tills.  We will continue to barcode more products, simplify till 
procedures and improve training to shorten queues at the till. 
There are others - we will report back when we have explored the options.   

http://www.travelinesw.com/swe/XSLT_TTB_REQUEST?language=en&command=direct&net=swe&line=47094&sup=%20&project=y10&outputFormat=0&itdLPxx_displayHeader=false&itdLPxx_sessionID=JP01_2250295468&lineVer=1


THINGS YOU ASKED FOR WHICH WE ALREADY DO 
Flexible Reverse Credit:  You can top up your RC balance any time if 
it gets low – with cash or card –– and any top-up counts towards 
your £5 loyalty vouchers.  There is, in any case, always some 

tolerance towards the end of the month. 
Deliveries to the house-bound:  We are happy to deliver 
purchases to anyone with a Reverse Credit account.  We are 
also happy to collect you from home on a Monday 
afternoon if you would prefer to do your own shopping.  We 
are always surprised that so few make use of this offer which 
is posted at the shop.  Try us! 

Have our shelves fully stocked for the busy Friday mornings.  In 
response to many customer comments, we have already 
changed our delivery schedules to overcome bare shelves 
when you come in Friday mornings for your weekend shop.  

 

CLEANER WANTED 
We are looking for a cleaner for Mondays, Wednesdays 
and Thursdays, for one hour each, ideally from 5:45 pm 
each evening.  It is hoped that whoever takes on the job 
will be a little flexible so that our other cleaner Jem and the 
new person can help each other out!  Please email Ann 
Robbins or call her on 723467 if you are interested or know 
someone who might be. 

 

SAFER CAR PARK 
Repairs to the badly pot-holed and unsafe Village Hall car 
park surface are imminent.  The cost will be shared equally by 
FLiSCA, Galleries Shop, and Freshford Parish Council.     

YOUR SHOP NEEDS YOU 
Volunteers are still always welcome.  There are a great variety 
of jobs to do.  Shifts can be adjusted to your personal 
circumstances.  Pick up a flyer about volunteering at the 
shop, or contact Alison Orme on 723606 or email her if you 
can help.   
We also particularly welcome Duke of Edinburgh candidates 

in need of a volunteering placement. 

mailto:annrobbins@btinternet.com
mailto:aorme@btinternet.com


 ABOUT NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES  
 Selling newspapers involves considerable effort sorting, 
displaying them, and finally at the end of the day 
counting and parcelling up the surplus to be returned.  
We are at the mercy of our supplier who charges for 
delivery,  allows for only a small profit margin and - worst 
of all – sometimes changes delivery numbers without 
notice so that we run out of popular papers.   

The best way to make sure you get your paper is to reserve it on a regular 
basis.  Reserved papers are simply charged to your Reverse Credit account in 
the morning – and we will save your paper for you for a week.  You can 
cancel your paper at short notice by telephoning the shop. 
We cannot unfortunately stock magazines or even reserve individual 
magazines - very sorry. 

APPLE DAY 
 This year's Apple Day is provisionally scheduled for the 
weekend of 13th/14th October.  We know that fruit trees 
have been badly affected by the exceptionally hot 
weather in March followed by late frosts in May.  We hope 
that there are still enough apples on everyone's trees for 
the Apple Day to be worthwhile!  

NOT A GIFT SHOP BUT ... 
Galleries Shop is not a gift shop, but try us if you have a last-minute need for a 
gift – such as when visiting friends.  There is quite a choice ...   

 a bottle of local 
cider or pear juice 

 a bag of locally 
produced fudge 

 a special Galleries 
Explorer map 

 a pack of pretty 
greeting cards 

 one of 12 books by  
our local authors 

 a gift voucher for 
purchases at the shop 

 a Galleries 
shopping bag 

 a Galleries Shop  
tea towel  

 a bag of chocolate 
coffee beans 

 a tin of Iford tea 
with Galleries logo 

 a Rainbow Cottage 
(Friary) cake 

 a pack-small Onya bag 
or backpack 

Galleries Shop and Café - Freshford Lane, Freshford, Bath BA2 7UR 
T  723249  E  manager@galleriesshop.co.uk  W  www.galleriesshop.co.uk  
OPENING HOURS  
Shop and café: Monday-Friday 8-6, Saturday 8.30-12.30, Sundays and bank 
holidays  9-12.30.   Post Office: Tuesdays and Fridays 9-1 

mailto:manager@galleriesshop.co.uk
http://www.galleriesshop.co.uk/
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